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The world's first known empires took shape in Mesopotamia between the eastern shores of the Mediterranean Sea and the
Persian Gulf, beginning around 2350 BCE. The next 2,500 years witnessed sustained imperial growth, bringing a growing share
of humanity under the control of ever-fewer states. Two thousand years ago, just four major powers--the Roman, Parthian,
Kushan, and Han empires--ruled perhaps two-thirds of the earth's entire population. Yet despite empires' prominence in the early
history of civilization, there have been surprisingly few attempts to study the dynamics of ancient empires in the western Old
World comparatively. Such grand comparisons were popular in the eighteenth century, but scholars then had only Greek and
Latin literature and the Hebrew Bible as evidence, and necessarily framed the problem in different, more limited, terms. Near
Eastern texts, and knowledge of their languages, only appeared in large amounts in the later nineteenth century. Neither Karl
Marx nor Max Weber could make much use of this material, and not until the 1920s were there enough archaeological data to
make syntheses of early European and west Asian history possible. But one consequence of the increase in empirical knowledge
was that twentieth-century scholars generally defined the disciplinary and geographical boundaries of their specialties more
narrowly than their Enlightenment predecessors had done, shying away from large questions and cross-cultural comparisons. As
a result, Greek and Roman empires have largely been studied in isolation from those of the Near East. This volume is designed to
address these deficits and encourage dialogue across disciplinary boundaries by examining the fundamental features of the
successive and partly overlapping imperial states that dominated much of the Near East and the Mediterranean in the first
millennia BCE and CE. A substantial introductory discussion of recent thought on the mechanisms of imperial state formation
prefaces the five newly commissioned case studies of the Neo-Assyrian, Achaemenid Persian, Athenian, Roman, and Byzantine
empires. A final chapter draws on the findings of evolutionary psychology to improve our understanding of ultimate causation in
imperial predation and exploitation in a wide range of historical systems from all over the globe. Contributors include John
Haldon, Jack Goldstone, Peter Bedford, Josef Wieseh?fer, Ian Morris, Walter Scheidel, and Keith Hopkins, whose essay on
Roman political economy was completed just before his death in 2004.
This volume offers new perspectives on the history of the Byzantine Balkans and beyond—regions that lived for centuries under
the long shadow of Constantinople—as well as unique insights into the complex world of late medieval and early modern
southeastern Europe during a period of catastrophe.
Despite the enormous literature on the crusades, the Frankish states in the Aegean (set up in the wake of the Fourth Crusade in
1204) have been seriously neglected by modern historians. Yet their history is both compelling in itself - these were the last
crusader states to be set up in the eastern Mediterranean and among the last to fall to the Turks - and also valuable for the case
study they offer in medieval colonialism. Peter Lock surveys the social, economic, religious and cultural aspects of the region
within a broad political framework, and explores the clash of cultures between the Frankish interlopers and their Byzantine
subjects. This is a major addition to crusading studies.
Byzantium and the Crusades
The Dynamics of Ancient Empires
1204-1500
Manuelis II Palaeologi Epistulae
The Foundation of the Ottoman Empire
Mediœval history
Papers from the Melbourne Conference July 1995
The Empire of Manuel I Komnenos, 1143-1180Cambridge University Press
The Emperor John II Komnenos (1118–1143) has been overshadowed by both his father Alexios I and his son
Manuel I. Written sources have not left us much evidence regarding his reign, although authors agree
that he was an excellent emperor. However, the period witnessed territorial expansion in Asia Minor as
well as the construction of the most important monastic complex of twelfth-century Constantinople. What
else do we know about John’s rule and its period? This volume opens up new perspectives on John’s reign
and clearly demonstrates that many innovations generally attributed to the genius of Manuel Komnenos
had already been fostered during the reign of the second great Komnenos. Leading experts on twelfthcentury Byzantium (Jeffreys, Magdalino, Ousterhout) are joined by representatives of a new generation
of Byzantinists to produce a timely and invaluable study of the unjustly neglected figure of John
Komnenos.
With more than 1,100 cross-referenced entries covering every aspect of conflict in the Middle East,
this definitive scholarly reference provides readers with a substantial foundation for understanding
contemporary history in the most volatile region in the world. • Provides more than 1,100 A–Z entries
on various military, political, and social topics connected with conflict in the Middle East • Features
contributions from approximately 200 distinguished scholars and independent historians from a variety
of disciplines • Devotes a full volume to key documents relevant to conflict in the Middle East
throughout history • Includes more than 100 illustrations depicting conflict in the Middle East, plus
dozens of maps depicting major geopolitical relationships, large scale military operations, and
individual battles on land and sea
Mediæval history
A Byzantine Emperor in a Time of Tumult
New Approaches to Byzantine Heroic Poetry
Nocturnal Butterflies of the Russian Empire
John II Komnenos, Emperor of Byzantium
A History of Greece from Its Conquest by the Romans to the Present Time

The twelfth-century chronicle of John Zonaras, which begins with the biblical Creation and ends in 1118, is one of the
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longest historical accounts written in Greek that has come down to us. It was also one of the most popular historical
works of the Greek-speaking world during the Middle Ages,with a remarkably large number of manuscripts preserving
the entire text or parts of it.John Zonaras' Epitome of Histories: A Compendium of Jewish-Roman History and Its
Reception analyses Zonaras' chronicle as both a literary composition and a historical account. It concentrates on its
composition, sources, and political, ideological, and literary background. It also includesdiscussions that go beyond the
text, such as on the intellectual networks surrounding Zonaras, and the anticipated audience and the reception of the
chronicle. By examining such issues, Theofili Kampianaki aims to present Zonaras' chronicle as a product which
emerged from a milieu characterized bythe increased contacts with Western people and the Komnenian style of rulership
in the imperial bureaucracy, and as a work which seamlessly merges the traditions of chronicle writing and classicizing
historiography.
This is the story of the world's biggest drug deal. In the nineteenth century, the British East India Company operated a
triangle of trade that straddled the globe, running from India to China to Britain. From India to China, they took opium.
From China to Britain, they took tea. From Britain to India, they brought empire. It was a machine that consumed cheap
Indian land and labour and spat out money. The British had two problems, though. They were importing enormous
amounts of tea from China, but the Celestial Empire looked down on British goods and only wanted silver in return.
Simultaneously, the expanding colony in India was proving far too expensive to maintain. The British solved both
problems with opium, which became the source of income on which they built their empire. For more than a century, the
British knew that the drug was dangerous and continued to trade in it anyway. Its legacy in India, whether the poverty of
Bihar or the wealth of Bombay, is still not acknowledged. Like many colonial institutions in India, the story of opium is
one of immense pain for many and huge privileges for a few.
Few Byzantine emperors had a life as rich and as turbulent as Manuel II Palaiologos. A fascinating figure at the
crossroads of Byzantine, Western European and Ottoman history, he endured political turmoil, witnessed no less than
three sieges by the Ottomans and travelled as far as France and England. He was a prolific writer, producing a vast
corpus of literary, theological and philosophical works. Yet, despite his talent, Manuel has largely been ignored as an
author. This biography constructs an in-depth picture of him of as a ruler, author and personality, as well as providing
insight into his world and times. It offers the first analysis of the emperor's complete oeuvre, focusing on his literary
style, self-representation philosophical/theological thought. By focusing not only on political events, but also on the
personality, personal life and literary output of Manuel, this biography paints a new portrait of a multifaceted emperor.
The Empire of Manuel I Komnenos, 1143-1180
Manuel Lisa and the Opening of the Missouri Fur Trade
How Portugal Forged the First Global Empire
How and Why Us Elites Turned Global Primacy into a Silent Empire
Byzantine Foreign Policy (1143-1180)
Byzantine Orthodoxies
The Byzantine and Greek empires, pt. 2, A.D. 1057-1453
Charting the expansion of the Rum Seljuqs from rulers of a small principality to a fully- fledged sultanate ruling over almost the whole of Anatolia,
this book demonstrates how ideology, rather than military success, was crucial in this development. The Rum Seljuqs examines four distinct phases of
development, beginning with the rule of Sulaymān (473-478/1081-1086) and ending with the rule of Kay Khusraw II (634-644/ 1237-1246).
Firstly, Songül Mecit examines the Great Seljuq ideology as a pre-cursor to the ideology of the Rum Seljuqs. Continuing to explore the foundation of
the Seljuq principality in Nicaea, the book then examines the third phase and the period of decline for the Great Seljuqs. Finally, the book turns to the
apogee of the Rum Seljuq state and questions whether these sultans can, at this stage, be considered truly Perso-Islamic rulers? Employing the few
available Rum Seljuq primary sources in Arabic and Persian, and drawing on the evidence of coins and monumental inscriptions, this book will be
of use to scholars and students of History and Middle East Studies.
A study of 12th-century Byzantine government, society and culture through the reign of Manuel I.
Pax Americana: How and Why US Elites Turned Global Primacy into a Silent Empire turns to the recently written pages of the history of the United
States. Looking at them with a fresh perspective to test against the record of critics that claim the country has changed the character of its global
involvement, Manuel Lpez-Linares explores how the United States has moved beyond its role as the primary force for doing good to building an
empire to protect and extend its wealth and power. In Pax Americana, the image of a shining city upon a hill, long a self-characterization of
America, sets the stage for exploring the steps that have taken the United States down the road toward extending its grasp to secure its claims to the
resources necessary to build, maintain, and extend a quiet empire with a globe-spanning presence. Turning to the period following World War II, a
historical review of nine instances, beginning with Iran in 1953 and ending with Iraq in 2003, delineates the growing reach of Americas imperial
tendencies. A chapter then explores the character of Americas elites who have influenced this series of developments. A philosophical exploration of
the underpinnings of this history traces the causes and reasons for the decisions and actions the country has taken. A final chapter, Time to Recover,
seeks to reclaim neglected strands of Americas heritageits political philosophy and its fundamental aspirations for freedom, dignity, and equalityand
to urge the country to return to these roots.
Containing a Record of the Human Race from the Earliest Historical Period to the Present Time ... in National and Social Life, Civil Government,
Religion, Literature, Science and Art ... Comp., Arranged and Written by Israel Smith Clare ... Reviewed, Verified and Endorsed by the Professors
of History in Five American Universities
Exonerating Manuel I Komnenos
Containing a Record of the Human Race from the Earliest Historical Period to the Present Time; Embracing a General Survey of the Progress of
Mankind in National and Social Life, Civil Government, Religion, Literature, Science and Art
Library of Universal History
The Persian Empire
A History
The World's History Illuminated
Now in paperback, Nocturnal Butterflies of the Russian Empire was acclaimed by The Hartford Courant as "a thrilling discovery ...
a reversal of the letters [of] Saul Bellow's Herzog ... [with] a Nabokovian delight in words and texts." J. is a smuggler living in
Russia, making his living fencing the flotsam of communism's collapse. In Istanbul he takes a commission to trap an endangered
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Russian butterfly and decides to use it as an opportunity to smuggle V., his Russian lover who has no papers, back into her
homeland. In the port of Odessa, she disappears, and J. continues alone to a small village on the Black Sea. Letters from V. begin
to arrive, and as J. hunts the butterfly, he seeks a way to lure V. back into his life. Equal parts bittersweet love story, international
intrigue, and one man's quest to write the perfect love letter, Nocturnal Butterflies of the Russian Empire, wrote The Tennessean,
is "an amazing jewel of a story ... that winks with wit [and] wears its astonishing craftsmanship lightly." "An aesthetically blissful
reading experience ... Nabokov's spirit, alive and kind, has touched [Prieto] with its butterfly wings." -- Aleksandar Hemon, The
Village Voice Literary Supplement "...Nocturnal Butterflies is an impressive performance by a writer whose gifts are clearly
abundant." -- Richard Bernstein, The New York Times "A beautiful, lavish, seedy, poetic, and magical book.... Pure pleasure for
the literary mind." -- Chris Kridler, The Baltimore Sun
The Byzantine Empire - the Christianized Roman Empire - very soon defined itself in terms of correct theological belief,
'orthodoxy'. The terms of this belief were hammered out, for the most part, by bishops, but doctrinal decisions were made in
councils called by the Emperors, many of whom involved themselves directly in the definition of 'orthodoxy'. Iconoclasm was an
example of such imperial involvement, as was the final overthrow of iconoclasm. That controversy ensured that questions of
Christian art were also seen by Byzantines as implicated in the question of orthodoxy. The papers gathered in this volume derive
from those presented at the 36th Spring Symposium of Byzantine Studies, Durham, March 2002. They discuss how orthodoxy was
defined, and the different interests that it represented; how orthodoxy was expressed in art and the music of the liturgy; and how
orthodoxy helped shape the Byzantine Empire's sense of its own identity, an identity defined against the 'other' - Jews, heretics
and, especially from the turn of the first millennium, the Latin West. These considerations raise wider questions about the way in
which societies and groups use world-views and issues of bel
Traces the history of the Persian Empire and examines the development of its religious beliefs, armed forces, art, and architecture.
Cassell's illustrated universal history
Pax Americana
Evolution of a Dynasty
A History of Greece: The Byzantine and Greek empires, pt. 2, A.D. 1057-1453
Art and Identity in Thirteenth-Century Byzantium
Byzantium
Papers from the Thirty-sixth Spring Symposium of Byzantine Studies, University of Durham, 23-25 March 2002
Unrivalled Influence explores the exceptional roles that women played in the vibrant cultural and political life of medieval
Byzantium. Written by one of the world's foremost historians of the Byzantine millennium, this landmark book evokes the complex
and exotic world of Byzantium's women, from empresses and saints to uneducated rural widows. Drawing on a diverse range of
sources, Judith Herrin sheds light on the importance of marriage in imperial statecraft, the tense coexistence of empresses in the
imperial court, and the critical relationships of mothers and daughters. She looks at women's interactions with eunuchs, the inbetween gender in Byzantine society, and shows how women defended their rights to hold land. Herrin describes how they
controlled their inheritances, participated in urban crowds demanding the dismissal of corrupt officials, followed the processions of
holy icons and relics, and marked religious feasts with liturgical celebrations, market activity, and holiday pleasures. The vivid
portraits that emerge here reveal how women exerted an unrivalled influence on the patriarchal society of Byzantium, and
remained active participants in the many changes that occurred throughout the empire's millennial history. Unrivalled Influence
brings together Herrin's finest essays on women and gender written throughout the long span of her esteemed career. This volume
includes three new essays published here for the very first time and a new general introduction by Herrin. She also provides a
concise introduction to each essay that describes how it came to be written and how it fits into her broader views about women
and Byzantium.
Crusaders were not the only Europeans drawn to the Holy Land during the twelfth century. Many lay people and followers of
religious orders made pilgrimages to the East to visit the holy sites, and many felt compelled to stay there, settling as monks or
hermits in established monasteries or founding hermitages of their own. So widespread was the exodus that Bernard of Clairvaux
spoke out against Cistercian monks who were "deserting the flock." The Perfection of Solitude is the first comprehensive study of
the Latin monastic presence in the Holy Land at this time. Andrew Jotischky looks at the reasons why Latin monks were drawn to
the Holy Land (building upon the work of historical geographer J. K. Wright) and what happened after they arrived there. Since
very little is known about the history of western monastic settlement in the Holy Land, this book navigates mostly uncharted
territory. Jotischky makes use of the recently discovered, but little exploited, writings of Gerard of Nazareth, whose collection of
brief lives of twelfth-century Frankish hermits sheds new light on the nature of the Latin Church in the Crusader States. Jotischky's
most important conclusions are that solitary and communal monastic practices overlapped each other in the East and that this was
due in part to the influence of Eastern practice which was less structured than its counterpart in Europe.
Called variously the ʼByzantine epicʼ, the ʼepic of Modern Greeceʼ, an ʼepic-romanceʼ and ʼromanceʼ, the poem of Digenes Akrites
has, since its rediscovery towards the end of the nineteenth century, exerted a tenacious hold on the imagination of scholars from
a wide range of disciplines and from many countries of the world, as well as of writers and public figures in Greece. There are
many reasons for this, not least among them the prestige accorded to ʼnational epicsʼ in the nineteenth century and for some time
afterwards. Another reason must surely be the workʼs uniqueness: there is nothing quite like Digenes Akrites in either Byzantine or
Modern Greek literature. However, this uniqueness is not confined to its problematic place in the literary ʼcanonʼ and literary
history. As historical testimony, and in its complex relationship to later oral song and to older myth and story-telling, Digenes
Akrites again has no close parallels of comparable length in Byzantine or Modern Greek culture. Whether as a literary text, a
historical source, or a manifestation of an oral popular culture, Digenes Akrites remains, more than a century after its rediscovery,
persistently enigmatic. This Byzantine ʼepicʼ or ʼromanceʼ has now become the focus of new research across a range of disciplines
since the publication in 1985 of a radically revised edition based on the Escorial text of the poem, by Stylianos Alexiou. The papers
in this volume, derived from a conference held in May 1992 at Kingʼs College London, seeks to present and discuss the results of
this new research. Digenes Akrites: New Approaches to Byzantine Heroic Poetry is the second in the series published by Variorum
for the Centre for Hellenic Studies, Kingʼs College London.
A Compendium of Jewish-Roman History and Its Reception
State Power from Assyria to Byzantium
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The Balkans and the Byzantine World before and after the Captures of Constantinople, 1204 and 1453
Unrivalled Influence
Mediv̆al history
History, Culture, Politics
The Brazil Reader
In Conquerors, New York Times bestselling author Roger Crowley gives us the epic story of the emergence of
Portugal, a small, poor nation that enjoyed a century of maritime supremacy thanks to the daring and
navigational skill of its explorers—a tactical advantage no other country could match. Portugal’s discovery of a
sea route to India, campaign of imperial conquest over Muslim rulers, and domination of the spice trade would
forever disrupt the Mediterranean and build the first global economy. Crowley relies on letters and eyewitness
testimony to tell the story of tiny Portugal’s rapid and breathtaking rise to power. Conquerors reveals the
Império Português in all of its splendor and ferocity, bringing to life the personalities of the enterprising and
fanatical house of Aviz. Figures such as King Manuel “the Fortunate,” João II “the Perfect Prince,” marauding
governor Afonso de Albuquerque, and explorer Vasco da Gama juggled their private ambitions and the public
aims of the empire, often suffering astonishing losses in pursuit of a global fortune. Also central to the story of
Portugal’s ascent was its drive to eradicate Islamic culture and establish a Christian empire in the Indian Ocean.
Portuguese explorers pushed deep into the African continent in search of the mythical Christian king Prester
John, and they ruthlessly besieged Indian port cities in their attempts to monopolize trade. The discovery of a
route to India around the horn of Africa was not only a brilliant breakthrough in navigation but heralded a
complete upset of the world order. For the next century, no European empire was more ambitious, no rulers
more rapacious than the kings of Portugal. In the process they created the first long-range maritime empire and
set in motion the forces of globalization that now shape our world. At Crowley’s hand, the complete story of the
Portuguese empire and the human cost of its ambition can finally be told. Praise for Conquerors “Excellent . . .
Crowley’s interpretations are nuanced and fair.”—The Christian Science Monitor “In a riveting narrative,
Crowley chronicles Portugal's horrifically violent trajectory from ‘impoverished, marginal’ nation to European
power, vying with Spain and Venice to dominate the spice trade.”—Kirkus Reviews (starred review) “Brings to
life the Portuguese explorers . . . perfect for anyone who likes a high seas tale.”—Publishers Weekly “Readers of
Crowley’s previous books will not be disappointed by this exciting tale of sea battles, land campaigns and
shipwrecks. . . . Crowley makes a good case for reclaiming Portugal’s significance as forger of the first global
empire.”—The Daily Telegraph “Crowley has shown a rare gift for combining compelling narrative with lightly
worn academic thoroughness as well as for balancing the human with the geopolitical—qualities on display here.
The story he has to tell may be a thrilling one but not every historian could tell it so thrillingly.”—Michael
Prodger, Financial Times “A fast-moving and highly readable narrative . . . [Crowley’s] detailed reconstruction of
events is based on a close reading of the works of the chroniclers, notably Barros and Correa, whose accounts
were written in the tradition of the chronicles of chivalry.”—History Today
Of the nearly ninety emperors who ruled in Constantinople, Manuel II Palaeologus (r. 1391–1425) was one of the
most sympathetic as a human being and one of the most gifted as a statesman. A man of broad intellectual
interests, he was also dedicated to his God-given task of preserving what remained of the Byzantine Empire
when he came to power. This conflict is reflected in his letters, written in such distant places as Ankara, Paris,
and London. The correspondence provides new insights into his reign and enable us to understand better the
emperor himself, his friends, and the times in which they lived.
Author's abstract: Manuel I of Byzantium (1143-80) has been unfairly judged as misguided, reckless, and,
ultimately, as a failure. This work endeavors to refute the claims that Manuel's imperial policy lacked any
coherent strategy, and that Byzantium simply reacted to external stimuli. The most ambitious aim of this thesis is
to present a cogent analysis of Manuel's imperial policy to demonstrate the emperor's efficacy and strategic
flexibility. The perception, generally accepted by historians, that Manuel left his empire exhausted and
vulnerable to outside aggression is also seriously challenged. Regardless of Manuel's defeat at Myriokephalon in
1176, he could claim that the empire was stronger than it had been in over a century.
Byzantine Macedonia: Identity, Image and History
Manuel Alvarez, Empire Builder of the Southwest
In the Shadow of Father and Son
Opium Inc.
Manuel II Palaiologos (1350–1425)
Studies on the Internal Diaspora of the Byzantine Empire
The Byzantine and Greek empires. Part II: A. D. 1057 - 1453
The first great city to which the Crusaders came in 1089 was not Jerusalem but Constantinople, the capital of the Byzantine Empire. Almost as much as
Jerusalem itself, Constantinople was the key to the foundation, survival and ultimate eclipse of the crusading kingdom.
From the first encounters between the Portuguese and indigenous peoples in 1500 to the current political turmoil, the history of Brazil is much more
complex and dynamic than the usual representations of it as the home of Carnival, soccer, the Amazon, and samba would suggest. This extensively revised
and expanded second edition of the best-selling Brazil Reader dives deep into the past and present of a country marked by its geographical vastness and
cultural, ethnic, and environmental diversity. Containing over one hundred selections—many of which appear in English for the first time and which range
from sermons by Jesuit missionaries and poetry to political speeches and biographical portraits of famous public figures, intellectuals, and artists—this
collection presents the lived experience of Brazilians from all social and economic classes, racial backgrounds, genders, and political perspectives over the
past half millennium. Whether outlining the legacy of slavery, the roles of women in Brazilian public life, or the importance of political and social
movements, The Brazil Reader provides an unparalleled look at Brazil’s history, culture, and politics.
The successful coexistence of different ethnic, linguistic, and religious groups within the same political boundaries depends in part on the resolution of the
tension between uniformity and separateness. This volume reviews sources of tension and their resolution in a number of cases that may be considered
paradigmatic and which include nomads and Muslims, the Serbs, the Armenians, and the population of Byzantine Italy. The mechanisms of integration or
acculturation and their various degrees of success are investigated - as are the responses of different groups - in an effort to present some of the complexities
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of this society, rich in its diversity and impressive in its unicity.
Vision of Empire
Library of Universal History, Containing a Record of the Human Race from the Earliest Historical Period to the Present Time
The Rum Seljuqs
A History of the Osmanlis Up To the Death of Bayezid I, 1300-1403
Perfection of Solitude
The Franks in the Aegean
Hermits and Monks in the Crusader States

The church of Hagia Sophia in Trebizond, built by the emperor Manuel I Grand Komnenos (1238-63) in the aftermath of the fall of
Constantinople to the Fourth Crusade, is the finest surviving Byzantine imperial monument of its period. Art and Identity in Thirteenth-Century
Byzantium is the first investigation of the church in more than thirty years, and is extensively illustrated in colour and black-and-white, with
many images that have never previously been published. Antony Eastmond examines the architectural, sculptural and painted decorations of the
church, placing them in the context of contemporary developments elsewhere in the Byzantine world, in Seljuq Anatolia and among the
Caucasian neighbours of Trebizond. Knowledge of this area has been transformed in the last twenty years, following the collapse of the Soviet
Union. The new evidence that has emerged enables a radically different interpretation of the church to be reached, and raises questions of
cultural interchange on the borders of the Christian and Muslim worlds of eastern Anatolia, the Caucasus and Persia. This study uses the church
and its decoration to examine questions of Byzantine identity and imperial ideology in the thirteenth century. This is central to any
understanding of the period, as the fall of Constantinople in 1204 divided the Byzantine empire and forced the successor states in Nicaea,
Epiros and Trebizond to redefine their concepts of empire in exile. Art is here exploited as significant historical evidence for the nature of
imperial power in a contested empire. It is suggested that imperial identity was determined as much by craftsmen and expectations of imperial
power as by the emperor's decree; and that this was a credible alternative Byzantine identity to that developed in the empire of Nicaea.
Originally the eastern half of the mighty Roman Empire, Byzantium grew to be one of the longest-surviving empires in world history, spanning
nine centuries and three continents. It was a land of contrasts – from the glittering centre at Constantinople, to the rural majority, to the
heartland of the Orthodox Church – and one surrounded by enemies: Persians, Arabs and Ottoman Turks to the east, Slavs and Bulgars to the
north, Saracens and Normans to the west. Written by one of the world’s leading experts on Byzantine history, Byzantium: A History tells the
chequered story of a historical enigma, from its birth out of the ashes of Rome in the third century to its era-defining fall at the hands of the
Ottoman Turks in 1453.
Originally published in 1916, this work provides a detailed study of the first century of the Ottoman Empire. It traces the life and career of
Osman himself and of his descendants, Orkhan, Murad and Bayezid, who laid the foundations of the Ottoman Empire.
John Zonaras' Epitome of Histories
Conquerors
Digenes Akrites
Middle East Conflicts from Ancient Egypt to the 21st Century: An Encyclopedia and Document Collection [4 volumes]
Hagia Sophia and the Empire of Trebizond
Women and Empire in Byzantium
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